Evolution Venetian Blinds
Evolution Venetian Blinds combine technology and class to provide you with an Evolution Venetian
blind polymer synthetic product that has durability and strength along with style and elegance

With so many varieties of blinds and curtains available, it can become
very difficult to choose the right one for your home. You need to see
what perfectly fits your place to have the best look. If you want

FEATURES

Moisture resistant

something which combines technology and class together then

Wont bend or warp

Evolution Venetian Blinds are the best option for you.

Provides warmth and charm

A polymer synthetic product is used to make these which have both
durability and strength. Other than this it has style and elegance as well.
The polymer is a 50mm and 60mm slat. This makes it resistant to
anything which might wreck it. Wooden blinds and curtain can be ruined
very easily but Evolution Venetian Blinds are resistant to moisture and

Easy to operate
Colour coordinated
components
Handcrafted in New Zealand

heat. These features make it very long lasting.

5 year guarantee on parts and
workmanship

You do not need to worry about where these would look good. This is

Excellent sound absorption
qualities

because it is literally ideal for any place in your home. Its features make
it the perfect fit for everywhere. Even in areas that are wet, these are
ideal. Be it your kitchens, bathrooms, or your laundry.
This might sound like Evolution Venetian Blinds are just for casual

OPTIONS

Three colour options, Silk
White, Cameo and Stone

settings but that is not it. These look extremely stylish in living rooms

50mm or 60mm Polymer slats

and bedrooms as well. In fact, the style is so chic and simple that it

Matching valance

makes the setting look stunning.
For most people, spending a lot on curtains and blinds is just
unnecessary. They would rather spend on a rather substantial piece of
furniture rather than buying an expensive blind. It is important to note

Choice of face mounting or
inside mounting positions
Cord , ladder tape and tassels
or colour coordinated

that everything should be in harmony when designing a room. Only then
it will look classy and elegant. Keeping this in mind, blinds can really
affect the way a room looks like so one must be mindful while choosing,
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If you want to for something which is not too expensive and is yet very
elegant, then you would love Evolution Venetian Blinds. The appearance
of these is the same as that of painted timber Venetian blinds. These
blinds not only look great and transform your rooms but they will also be
easy on your pocket.
Evolution Venetian Blinds are a really good choice to go with. These are
highly convenient in terms of cleaning and maintaining. You do not
need to worry about taking extra care for them. These blinds are simple,
minimalistic and go with every setting. Your light and privacy levels can
also be controlled with ease. This is not something extra and neither
something too simple. It is the perfect balance of both which actually
lifts up the entire look of a room.
Evolution Venetian Blinds combine technology and class to provide a
durable and strong blind just right for you.
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PRODUCT FEATURES

HEAVY DUTY TILTER AND CORD LOCK

UV STABILISED SLAT

NONE STRETCH POLYESTER CORDS AND
LADDER TAPE

Maximum Width

Maximum Drop

Minimum Width

2.7 metres

2.5 metres

460mm

Minimum Drop

Control

Installation

400mm

Left or Right hand control of blind
available

Inside window frame Face fitted to
window frame

Headrail

Bottom rail

Slats

57mm x 50mm Rollform,
Powdercoated Headrail

50mm x 16mm Rectangular Polymer
Bottom rail

50mm x 2.8mm 63mm x 2.8mm

Fascia

Colours

Warranty

75mm x 6mm flat, colour
coordinated Polymer fasica

50mm Slat - Silk White, Cameo,
Stone 63mm Slat - Silk White

5 years

ELEGANT FLAT FASCIA

SPECIFICATIONS

Cleaning and Care
Remove dust with damp cloth. Spot
Cleaning should be done with a
clean cloth using mild detergent.
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